Abstract: The majority of algorithms developed for the narrowband direction of arrival (DOA) estimation problem rely on an eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) to determine both the number of signals and their respective DOAs. An alternative algorithm is presented that solves both the DOA detection and estimation problems without resorting to an EVD. The algorithm is shown to have asymptotically equivalent performance to that of the (unconditional) maximum likelihood method, and hence it yields asymptotically minimum variance DOA estimates. The computational complexity required to update the DOA estimates in response to additional data from the array is investigated, and the algorithm is shown to be somewhat simpler than other methods with comparable performance. In addition, the asymptotic distribution of the algorithm's cost function is derived, and is shown to be composed of the sum of two differently scaled chi-squared random variables. A hypothesis test for determining the number of signals based on this result is then presented.
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Introduction
Maximum likelihood methods are a standard approach to solving parameter estimation problems such as those encountered in narrowband direction of arrival (DOA) estimation. In the maximum likelihood (ML) approach, the probability distribution of the observations is expressed as a function of the parameters to be estimated, and the so-called (log)-likelihood is maximised with respect to these parameters. Under certain regularity conditions, estimates obtained from the ML approach are both asymptotically unbiased and eficient, meaning that they achieve the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRB) on estimate variance.
ML solutions to the DOA estimation problem have been proposed by a number of authors. Two types of solutions have been obtained: one for the case of deterministic signals [I-41 (referred to as conditional ML), and one for a stochastic signals model [2, 4-61 (referred to as unconditional ML). Despite the desirable properties of these ML estimators, they have not enjoyed much practical application since they typically require nonlinear, multidimensional optimisation procedures. In the case of deterministic ML, a further drawback is that its estimates do not asymptotically achieve the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRB) on estimate variance [7] . This is due to the fact that the number of free parameters to be estimated grows with the amount of data collected.
The difficulties associated with ML techniques have led to a proliferation of DOA estimation methods, especially those based on the separation of the data into 'signal' and 'noise' subspaces. These methods rely on an eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of the array covariance matrix, and either a search of a one-dimensional spectrum [SI or the calculation of the roots of a certain polynomial [9] . While these methods achieve ML or near-ML performance in many cases, difficulties arise when the signals have nearly coincident DOAs or are highly correlated. These difficulties are a direct result of using a one-dimensional optimisation procedure to solve what is inherently a multidimensional problem.
Recently, two new subspace (EVD) based multidimensional algorithms have been proposed whose asymptotic second-order performance is equivalent to that of ML; i.e. they yield DOA estimates that asymptotically achieve the CRB for arbitrary second-order ergodic signals and Gaussian noise. These algorithms are the weighted subspacefitting (WSF) method of Viberg and Ottersten [lo, 111, and the method of direction of arrival estimation (MODE) algorithm of Stoica and Shaman [l2, 131 (sometimes referred to as noise subspace fitting (NSF)). Both algorithms rely on a multidimensional search of roughly the same order of complexity as ML to estimate the DOAs. Since in addition both require an EVD, one may legitimately wonder what is gained by implementing them in lieu of ML. A number of empirical studis [ll, 141 have demonstrated one advantage, indicating that WSF has better convergence properties than both conditional and unconditional ML.
The primary drawback of using algorithms based on the EVD occurs when operating in a tracking or updating mode where, given a small number of additional snapshots from the array, one attempts to recompute the DOA estimates using the most recent estimates and previously received data. For example, updating the WSF and MODE estimates requires that the principal eigenspace be completely recomputed. While algorithms have been proposed for performing the eigenspace update eficiently [15-191, such In this paper, a new optimal algorithm is presented for the simultaneous detection and parameter estimation of narrowband signals. Like WSF, it yields a strongly consistent estimate of the number of signals as well as asymptotically minimum variance DOA estimates. However, it does so without requiring computation of the EVD. While the computational load of the new algorithm is roughly of the same order as WSF and ML, its implementation is considerably less complex, especially in situations where the estimates must be updated in response to additional data from the array.
Maximum likelihood DOA estimation
Under the assumption of narrowband signals, the output of an rn-element array x(t) E C" due to d sources can be described by
(1) where ~( t ) E Cd represents the signal amplitude and phase at time t, n(t) E C" is additive noise, and A@,) E CmXd is the matrix of array response vectors for each source parameterised by the DOAs 0, = [e,, . . . , 8,,lT:
In this analysis, it is assumed that the array parameterisation a(8) is completely known (i.e. the array is fully calibrated), and is unambiguous (i.e. every matrix of the form (2) is full rank d < rn for distinct Oi). It will also be assumed without loss of generality that the noise is spatially white, or in other words that ~{n(t)n*(t)} = 21, where ( * )* denotes Hermitian transpose and E{ } an expectation. If the noise is further assumed to be uncorrelated with the signals, then the covariance of the array data is given by is the covariance of the emitter signals. Simply stated, the goal of the narrowband DOA estimation problem is to collect data from the array and exploit model 1 to estimate 8.
Since in practice only a finite amount of data from the array is available, the DOAs must be determined using the following sample estimate of R:
where N is the number of 'snapshots' taken from the array. Subspace-based methods require that the EVD of 294 R also be computed in order to estimate 0 : 
Maximum likelihood algorithms
To implement an ML solution to the DOA problem, the likelihood function of the data must first be determined and then maximised over all relevant model parameters. If the signal and noise waveforms s(t) and n(t) are assumed to be stationary, temporally white, zero-mean complex Gaussian random processes, then maximising the log-likelihood over 8 can be shown to be equivalent to C4,61 e,,, = arg min v,,,(e)
(4)
where the projection operator PA = I -Pi is defined as
The minimisation of eqn. 4 is sometimes referred to as the unconditional ML (UML) approach. Estimates obtained from the UML algorithm are guaranteed to be asymptotically unbiased and have minimum variance (i.e. they achieve the appropriate CRB).
As mentioned earlier, WSF and MODE are two recently introduced subspace-based methods that yield where the weighting matrix W, is given by If, unlike UML, the signal waveforms are assumed to be deterministic processes whose samples are parameters to be estimated, then a different form of the likelihood function results. Maximising the likelihood function in this case can be shown 13, 71 to be equivalent to min V,,,(e) = min Tr (PiR) (8) and its implementation is referred to as conditional ML (CML). Note that eqns. 4, 5, and 8 are expressed in concentrated form, where all separable parameters have been replaced by their corresponding ML estimates. Two disadvantages to the CML approach have recently come to light. First, it has been shown to be statistically inefficient; i.e. the algorithm does not achieve the CRB corresponding to the deterministic signal assumption [7] . This is primarily due to the fact that the CML estimates of the signal waveforms are inconsistent [ 141. Secondly, CML has been shown to be statistically less efficient than both WSF and the UML method, independent of whether the signals are random or not [13, 271. Because of these drawbacks, this paper will focus on UML and algorithms with similar performance.
Estimate updating
The algorithms above have two basic modes of operation. In the first, often referred to as sequential batch processing, a new set of DOA estimates is (independently) obtained for each block of N array samples. The bulk of the computational load in this mode of operation is algorithm independent since forming the sample covariance R takes Nm2 complex floating point operations (flops)? and usually N % m. The cost of implementing the UML or WSF minimisation once R is available in much smaller than Nm2 flops, and the relative computational load of the two algorithms is not particularly important. The issue of algorithm complexity does, however, become significant when operating in the estimate updating/tracking mode. In this method, the DOA estimates are rapidly recomputed whenever a few (perhaps only one) additional snapshots are collected from the array. For most algorithms, the estimate update procedure can be broken up into two steps. In the first, the form of the data in the algorithm's criterion function must be updated. For example, in the UML approach the sample covariance (or perhaps its Cholesky factor) must be recomputed, while WSF requires that the d principal eigenvectors and eigenvalues of R be recalculated. Once the criterion function has been updated, the second step is then to find a new minimising argument for it.
Letting fiN represent the covariance matrix obtained after N snapshots, a single additional snapshot z = x(tN+ I ) from the array leads to the following rank-one modification$ : requires O(rn2d) flops in general, so updating the WSF criterion is somewhat more expensive than for UML. However, the WSF criterion may be minimised more efficiently than UML. Thus, when one considers both the criterion update and its minimisation, both WSF and UML require O(m*d) operations. Which algorithm is preferred (from a computational standpoint) in a given scenario will depend on the relative number of iterations required to update the eigendecomposition versus that required to update the DOA estimates.
3
In this paper, the performance of the following criterion function will be investigated: The consistency of eqn. 9 is established by the fact that WSF is consistent, and by the continuity of both V(9) and VW&) [lo] . Along with eqn. 15, the fact that fin = O(N-') also guarantees that the error terms in eqns. 12 and 13 are at least o(N-'"), Eqn. 11 thus holds, and the variance of the estimates obtained from eqn. 9 is thus asymptotically equivalent to that of WSF.
The most important feature of the problem of eqns. 9 and 10 is that it requires no eigendecomposition. This may at first appear to be a moot point since evaluating V(9) does require that fl-' or its Cholesky factor be computed. However, updating fl-' or E-' in response to additional data is considerably less complicated than updating the corresponding dominant eigenspace, which is o(m2d) and iterative. In particular, updating fl and &' (or f, and E-') requires only a simple, non-iterative 2m2 flop calculation that can be easily parallelised. On the other hand, each iteration of a scoring method for minimising expr. 10 requires O(rn2d) flops compared to O(md2) for WSF. Thus, strictly speaking, both algorithms require roughly the same level of total computational effort. The advantage of expr. 10 lies in the simplicity of its implementation; all of its O(m2d) and q m 2 ) computations are simple matrix/vector products, and are easily parallelised.
Another advantage of the formulation 9 and 10 is that it admits the use of the iterative quadratic maximum likelihood (IQML) method of Reference 29 when a uniform linear array is used. The IQML approach can offer significant computational savings in such cases, but it cannot be applied to the UML cost function in eqn. 4.
In the proof of theorem 3.1 it was shown that V(9) is equivalent to
Comparison of this expression with expr. 5 and 6 shows that expr. 9 can be thought of as implementing a WSF minimisation using all of the eigenvectors and not just the first d'. The asymptotic equivalence of expr. 16 
and V,&)
is not surprising since the weights multiplying 
m -d T r ( P i a -' )
Minimising expr. 18 can thus be thought of as finding the 8 that minimises the difference between the two different estimators of d. It is also interesting to note the simi-296 larity of the cost functions in exprs. 9, 10, and 18 with that of the CML algorithm: (19) As mentioned earlier, the CML approach differs from unconditional ML in that it treats samples of the signal waveforms as deterministic parameters instead of random variables. Ottersten and Viberg have shown that WSF asymptotically outperforms CML independent of whether the signals are deterministic or stochastic [30] . The analysis above demonstrates that the estimates obtained from expr. 9 will also have asymptotically lower variance than CML.
A simulation example
The purpose of this example is to demonstrate that the algorithms described in expr. 5 and 9 have essentially the same performance, and that in some situations they both significantly outperform CML. A 12element uniform circular array with unity gain sensors and a 1-A radius was assumed in this example, and two emitters were simulated at angles of 0" and 10" with respect to a line through one of the sensors. The emitter signals were generated as constant amplitude planewaves with random phase, uniformly distributed on CO, 24. The 0" source had an SNR of OdB, while that of the 10" source was 20 dB.
In each trial, an estimate based on 500 snapshots was obtained for WSF, CML, and the minimisation of expr. dictions of the estimate stan--rd deviation [lo] , and the symbols indicate sample estimates computed from the simulations. As predicted, both WSF and MUD yield essentially identical performance near the CRB. The CML estimation error is considerably greater at high correlation levels. 
Proof: A full proof will not be given here. The theorem can be established by making a slight modification to the proof in Reference 33 for the case of real data. As hinted at in Reference 34, the modification amounts to showing that J(NX2, -U'), k = d + 1, ..., m, have the same asymptotic distribution as the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix U whose functionally independent elements are all zero-mean, statistically independent complex normal random variables of variance u4 (except the diagonal elements which are real). In the real-valued case, the only difference is that U is real and symmetric, and its diagonal elements have variance 2u4.
A sequential hypothesis test for determining d based on the asymptotic distribution of expr. 
Combined detection and estimation
The major drawback to the above detection procedures is that, strictly speaking, they estimate the dimension of the 
Detection without EVD
As with the other methods mentioned above, the WSF detection approach requires an EVD for its implementation. The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that a detection algorithm similar to that for WSF can be developed for the cost function in expr. 9. The advantage of such an approach is that d can be estimated without computing an EVD. The following theorem forms the basis for the new detection procedure. 
Proof: It was shown in theorem 3.1 that expr. There are several interesting observations that can be made in light of theorem 4.2 and its proof. The first is the observation that V,,, (9) can be decomposed into two terms, one equivalent to the WSF criterion function, and the other asymptotically proportional to the loglikelihood ratio of expr. 20. Since in most applications Based on theorem 4.2, a simultaneous detection and estimation scheme similar to that in Reference 11 can be formulated. The steps of the procedure are outlined below :
2. Let the null hypothesis be H, : d = d. 3 . Choose a threshold y for the hypothesis test based on the distribution of expr. 21, and some desired confidence region. 
4.

A simulation example
To examine the performance of the above detection algorithm, a scenario involving a sixelement uniform linear array (ULA) and two 99% correlated emitters was simulated. A 6 dB source was located at 0", while the location of a second 3 d B source was varied from 2" to 10". A total of 500 trials of the algorithm were conducted, with N = 100 in each trial. The probability of detection for the algorithm versus the DOA of the second source is plotted in Fig. 2 , along with detection probabilities obtained from Reference 14 for WSF, the GLRT, and the MDL method for coherent sources (MDLC) [23] . A significance level of 95% was chosen for this example, but an N-variable threshold was not used. For simplicity, an approximation to the distribution derived in theorem 4.2 was used to calculate the detection threshold for MUD. The MUD detection scheme performs slightly better in this example than the GLRT, significantly better than MDLC, but has about a 1 dB higher threshold than WSF. As expected, all of the methods approach a detection probability of about 95% as the source separation increases (except MDLC, which is not based on a subjective threshold). Note that the original MDL algorithm proposed in Reference 21 incorrectly estimated d' = 1 in every trial. t A strongly consistent estimate is one that converges to the true value with probability 1 as the number of data samples approaches infinity. In this paper, a new alternative algorithm for maximum likelihood DOA estimation and detection has been presented. The algorithm is able to obtain (strongly consistent) estimates of the number of signals and their DOAs without resorting to an eigenvalue decomposition. When new data is obtained by the array and the DOA estimates must be recomputed, the computation required to perform the update are simple and easily parallelised.
The algorithm was shown to be asymptotically equivalent to weighted subspace fitting and the stochastic maximum likelihood method, and thus is guaranteed to provide asymptotically unbiased and efficient DOA estimates. In addition, the asymptotic distribution of the criterion function was derived and shown to be equal to the linear combination of two chi-squared random variables. This result was then used to develop a sequential hypothesis test to determine the number of signals present. 
